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https://www.100test.com/kao_ti2020/564/2021_2022_2008621_E8_

c84_564026.htm 听力 第1部分 1.D) 2.B) 3.A) 4.C) 5.C) 6.A) 7.D)

8.artificial intelligence 9.weapons 10.religion 听力听写 I am

interested in criminal justice system of our country. It seems to me

that something has to be done if we are to survive as a country. I

certainly dont know what the answers to our problems are. Things

certainly get complicated in a hurry when you get into them. But I

wonder something could be done to deal with some of these

problems. One thing I am concerned about is our practice of putting

offenders in jail who havent harmed anyone. Why not work out

some system whereby they can pay back the debts they owe society

instead of incuring another debt by going to prison and of course

coming under the influence of hardened criminals. I am also

concerned about the short prison sentences people are serving for

serious crimes. of course one alternative to this is to restore capital

punishment. but I am not sure I would be for that. I am not sure its

right to take an eye for an eye. The alternative to capital punishment

is longer sentences. But they would certainly cost the tax payers

much money. I also think we must do something about the insanity

plea. In my opinion, anyone who takes another persons life

intentionally is insane. However, that does not mean that person isnt

guilty of the crime, or that he shouldnt pay society the debt he owes.

Its said of course that the person may have to spend the rest of his life

or a large part of it in prison for acts that he committed while not in



full control of his mind. 简答 47. causinq a reaction 48. an emotional

debate 49. the approval of every victim’s family 50. exploiting a

national tragedy 51. raise awareness 仔细阅读 52. B) 53. C) 54. D)

55. C) 56. A) 翻译 1.We can say a lot of things about those who are

devoted to poems in their whole lives (毕生致力于诗歌的人).

They are passionate, impulsive and unique. 2.Mary couldn’t have

received my letter, or she should have made a reply/replied it last

week. (否则她上周就该回信了). 3.Nancy is supposed to have

finished (conducting) her chemistry experiment(做完化学实验) at

least two weeks ago. 4.Never once have the old couple quarreled with

each other (老两口相互争吵)since they were married 40 years ago.

5.The prosperity of a nation/country depends largely on (一个国家

未来的繁荣在很大程度上有赖于) the quality of education.
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